1. **Reviewing work on multi-column CJK ideographic code charts:**
   According to the resolution M33.6 on IRG#33 meetings, TCA had reviewed the multi-column code chart of BMP in two rounds. In addition, TCA had submitted the comments in each round.

2. **Attendance of WG2#56 meeting:**
   Totally four delegates of TCA attended the WG2#56 meeting on Adobe Company during April 19 to 23, 2010. In the meeting, TCA submitted a document for requesting to disunify the compatibility ideograph U+2F89F from its unifying ideograph U5FF9 because they are non-cognate. In the meeting, someone found that the character U+225D6 has the same glyph with U+5FF9. TCA suggest IRG to discuss this issue.

3. **Including non-T-source characters of CJK-C in CNS 11643:**
   In order to align the ideographs in CNS 11643 with those of ISO/IEC 10646, TCA is preparing the fonts and attributes of non-T-source ideographs of CJK extension C set for suggesting BSMI to include them in CNS 10646.

4. **Revision of the Dictionary of Chinese character variants:**
   Based on the project from MOE (Ministry of Education), CMEX (Chinese Foundation for Digitization Technology) is revising the “Dictionary of Chinese character variants” and the revising work will fish on September 2010. Current version of that dictionary consists of a big number of web pages. Each web page represents a variant and it was composed of text and images. CMEX rescan images from their raw material, such as an ancient dictionary, with higher resolution. For that the description of a character
crossing two pages in its row material, CMEX composes those two images (each from a page) into one. In addition, CMEX will develop a variant database for user-friendly helping user to retrieve any variant entry he need.

5. **The continuous promotion for CNS 11643 and CNS 14649 standards:**
   Based on the project from the IMC of DGBAS (the Information Management Center of the Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics), CMEX holds 18 seminars this year to introduce the Chinese character code standards CNS 11643 and CNS 14649 (i.e., the Chinese version of ISO/IEC 10646). Until now, more than 700 people attended or sign up those seminars.

6. **The sixth Chinese Character Festival in Taipei:**